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This thesis examines whether current
reconstruction methods in Afghanistan are
economically efficient and effective with
respect to the counterinsurgency mission.
My argument is that they are not, due to the
absence of culturally correct, indigenous
construction materials and techniques. This
research
explores
the
impact
of
construction
as
a
part
of
a
counterinsurgency mission, drawing on
local cultural factors and building
techniques in constructing new facilities in
Afghanistan. If current methods are not
sustainable
either
culturally
or
economically, then the reconstruction
efforts are likely to fail, incentivize
corruption, and weaken the legitimacy of
the Afghan government. If, on the other
hand, they are sustainable and sensitive to
local cultural norms and economic
capacity, the likelihood of these projects
increasing the quality of life, building
positive relationships, and decreasing
violence, increases significantly. If
reconstruction fails to increase the ability
of the Afghan government to develop the
capacity at the local level, the International
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) will not
have anyone to which it can transfer
responsibility for local government
services. This would seriously inhibit the
ability of ISAF to transition to Afghan
control and, given the current political
environment in the United States,
potentially lead to the failure of the Afghan
campaign.
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Gilbane incorporates sustainability into the evolution of buildings and communities. Providing resources to help
Gilbane excel in sustainable construction, Samuel Bonnet - LafargeHolcim Foundation for Sustainable This thesis
examines whether current reconstruction methods in Afghanistan are economically efficient and effective with respect to
the counterinsurgency Establishing sustainable schools in Afghanistan Oak Foundation Tetra Tech helped increase
access to clean and sustainable water distribution points and sanitation facilities to improve hygiene in Afghanistan.
afghan earth works The Home Construction Training (HCT) proposed here emphasizes a sustainable approach to
housing development using natural building methods. Natural Ministry of Defense Headquarters Gilbane Dec 5,
2016 USAID is helping to strengthen Afghan capacity to design, build, and and fund the construction of more than 500
schools and 600 health facilities. Investment and Development for Afghanistan Sustainability (MIDAS) Road
construction, Kapisa province, Afghanistan. - Commission on impact on the host country through the support of the
construction of new solar power generation sites, in the Bamyan Province of. Afghanistan. These sites will
Investigation of Sustainable and Affordable Housing Policy B. A. Kazimee. School of Architecture and Construction
Management, Abstract. The reconstruction process of Afghan cities demands a sustainable course of. Challenges for
Engineering Design, Construction, and Maintenance Nov 2, 2010 forces and Government agencies arrived in
Afghanistan anticipating that Site-specific and culturally sustainable guidance for maintenance. Infrastructure U.S.
Agency for International Development agriculture production. Key words: Agriculture, Education, Sustainable
Development . respondents construction of reality in Afghan agricul- tural education. Sustainable Construction and
LEED Services Gilbane afghan earth works updated construction methods so that the buildings are both durable in
Afghanistans sustainable building for sustainable communities. Factors Destroying the Environment in Afghanistan
Beahrs Final Construction - Ministry of Defense Headquarters Sustainable Features: Afghanistan serves as a
companion to the existing five-story, Soviet-era MoD Afghanistan Training Program - Builders Without Borders
May 1, 2012 get a makeover while rocks and lakes find a special place in Afghan a construction technique still used by
half the worlds population. Sustainable reconstruction and planning strategies for Afghan cities May 17, 2017
Samuel Bonnet is Head of Construction for the Water & Habitat Unit of the design and construction work notably in
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Contact - LafargeHolcim Foundation for Sustainable Construction Feb 14, 2015
Environmental sustainability and protection will directly depend on strong Causes and factors of these environmental
problems in Afghanistan livestock, fuel, construction, and other requirements, people tend to over
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